has already been presented in [8] and [9] , this part of the theory is given in only abbreviated form. For details, the reader is referred to [8] and [9] .
The hybrid modes on the finline si,ructures in Fig 
ky~corresponds to the y-dependent boundary condition in each subregion (v = I, H, III, IV, V, cf. Fig. l(a) ) or (v q I, II, III, IVa, IVb, V, cf. Fig. l(b) is that the matrix size of M in (7) The electric-wall boundary condition at x = O and x = a (Ez = E, = O, i.e., P== Pk = O, cf. (6) and (7)) leads to the transverse resonance condition (8) where Allz is only the upper right quarter of the matrix M in (7). This reduction of matrix size is a further advantage of this method. The zeros of the determinant
which is a transcendent function of () The transverse resonance method applied in the form of (7) and (8) 
B. Characteristic Impedance
To restrict the arbitrariness which is inherent to a certain extent to definitions of characteristic impedances for hy- where x~, xl, yU, yl are the upper and lower boundaries in the x, y-directions, v = II, IV, ( Fig. l(a) ), or II, IVa, IVb, ( Fig. l(b) (11) where F v is the area of the v th subregion. The total power transported along the structure is considered to be sufficiently localized, but, on the other side, to be a suitable indication of a possible change in the field concentration due to mutual coupling effects.
The transverse components of the electromagnetic field, in each subregion, for the derivation of the related expressions for power and slot voltage, are calculated by (l)- (3), where Pen, Qh~are given iteratively by
The values for Q;(x = x:= a), Q:(x = x:= a) are calculated by solving the homogeneous matrix equation
substituting the propagation constant k, given by (9) and (10); note that P#(x = x:= a)= P~(x = x!= a) = O.
For the calculations, the expansion in 18 eigenmodes has turned out to yield sufficient asymptotic behavior of the curves presented in this paper. For the EHO-mode operation of the finline structures in Fig. l The results (Fig. 4(a) ) do not agree with those available in [7] . In Fig. 4(b depth is neglected (Fig. 6(a) ), the calculated dispersion and characteristic impedance characteristics, for the two fundamental EHO and HEI modes on this structure excited by an incident TEOl-and TEIO-waveguide wave, respectively, agree well with investigations by Schmidt [4] . Considering a finite groove depth (Fig. 6(b) ), however, the monomode A slot on the opposite substrate surface (Fig. 7) increases the mutual higher order mode coupling effects caused by the finite groove depth, significantly.
At about 50 GHz, and especially at about 70 GHz, an abrupt increasing field concentration within the dielectric substrate, initiated by the finite groove depth, distorts both dispersion and characteristic impedance behavior at these frequencies.
The theory given in this paper may be verified experimentally by the investigation of a structure similar to Fig.   7 For the coupling integrals (A4) and (A8), respectively, with v, & = (I, II, III, IVa, IVb, V), the functions of (5b) have to be introduced instead of those of (5a).
